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WEEK  29

WEEK  29 

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. NASA uses a countdown, insted of a clock to launch rockets into Space.

 2. The idea came from a 1929 movie called Woman In The Moon

Combine the sentences to make one sentence.

 3. Fritz Lang thought counting down added to the suspense. He was the movie’s director.

What does the underlined adage mean?

 4. About 20 years later, life imitated art when NASA counted down its first launch.

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Callie anounced that her Mother had ben transffered to an office in Ohio.

 2. When Fiona heard the news, Callie ashured her that theyd still be best freinds.

Rewrite the sentences to clarify the meaning.

 3. After Callie moved away from Fiona, she felt lonely.

 4. Callie called Fiona when she was at the gym. 

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  29

WEEK  29

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Most schools, offer a voriety of both clubs or teams for their students.

 2. You should take advanage of these groups, until your’e in school.

Combine the sentences to make one sentence.

 3. You might find that a club is boring. Then you could always drop out.

The Latin root grat means “pleasing.” What does the bold word in the sentence probably mean?

 4. Chances are you will discover some interesting people and gratifying activities.

 

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. The statue of liberty a gift from France celebrated the end of slavery in the U.S.

 2. The crowns spikes represent the continents, and the idea that all lands should be free

The Latin root ped means “foot.” What does the bold word in the sentence probably mean?

 3. On the pedestal, just below her robe, Lady Liberty has broken free from her chains.

Write the missing word. 

 4. The height of the statue , above the pedestal, is about 152 feet.

itself   himself   themself

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  29 DAY  5

Read these words and their meanings.

crucial extremely important

nimble able to move quickly and easily

turbulent violent; moving in a rough way

Circle the word in each sentence that helps you know what the underlined word means.

 1. The project is as crucial for our school’s success as water is essential for crops.

 2. The old man’s nimble feet resembled lively butterflies when he danced.

 3. The turbulent wind moved the jet like lettuce in a tossed salad.

Write a paragraph using all three words from the box.

 4. 
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WEEK  30

WEEK  30

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. In ancient Egypt, before people had pencils, they used sticks of led to right

 2. Way later, in the 1500s, a supply of graphite was discovered inside England.

Rewrite the underlined adjectives in the correct form. 

 3. Graphite is safe than lead and makes dark marks than lead.

  

Rewrite the sentence to clarify the meaning.

 4. To make the first pencil with graphite, they put it between two sticks of wood.

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. So my Aunt Hazel ordered this here special cake for Angelica my cousin.

 2. The chocolate cake has like three flavors of frosting between their layers

Write the missing word.

 3. When asked what  be written on the cake, she said, “Nothing.”

Use context clues to !gure out the meaning of the bold word. Write the meaning on the line.

 4. When she picked up the cake, she was astounded to see the word “Nothing” on top!

would   might   should

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  30

WEEK  30 

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. “My garden is kind of like a fruit stand with daily specials said Akiko”

 2. “Whatcha mean by that” asked her aunt, who lived next door?

Add punctuation to the sentence.

 3. Akiko answered Each day, a different fruit ripens, and that’s what I pick

What does the underlined phrase mean?

 4. She continued, “Just look at this plum, a water balloon ready to burst.”

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. The more green fruits and vegetables you eat, the healthiest their bones will be

 2. When you eat red blew or purple foods, you strengthen their memory and heart.

Use context clues to !gure out the meaning of the bold word. Write the meaning on the line.

 3. White foods such as beans, bananas, and mushrooms promote better cholesterol levels.

Add punctuation to the sentence.

 4. For healthy eyes, think orange and eat carrots cantaloupe and apricots

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  30 DAY  5

Read these expressions and their meanings.

get around to move from place to place

get away to escape or take a vacation

get away with to do something wrong 
without getting caught

Which expression best completes each sentence?

 1. Neal  on crutches very easily.

 2. My brother tried to  skipping baseball practice,

but the coach noticed.

 3. Let’s  to the lake next weekend.

Write a paragraph using all three expressions from the box.

 4. 
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WEEK  31

WEEK  31 

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. For two years Ricardo has tooken trombone lessons from Ms. Dunn

 2. She says he plays amazing and she convinced himself to join the school band.

Write a descriptive word in each blank.

 3. Although Ricardo felt  at the first class, he played

.

Choose the correct word to complete this analogy.

 4. study : knowledge :: practice : 

a. ability   b. rehearse   c. music

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. How long you can leave out leftover food before it is dangerously to eat

 2. Meet and dairy should be put in the refrigerator between too hours.

Write the missing word. Then explain your choice.

 3. Foods such as bread and cake are  safe at room temperature.

Write the missing word or words.

 4. However, baked goods  longer if kept in the refrigerator.

perfect   perfectly

lasted   will last   have lasted

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  31

WEEK  31

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Yesterday Bill was running lately so he asks his big brother to walk his dog.

 2. Mark took the dog to the park but Gypsy slipped out of her collar and runs off

Rewrite the sentence to clarify the meaning.

 3. When Mark told Bill what had happened, he started to cry.

Write the missing word. Then explain your choice.

 4. Bill and Mark  started looking for Gypsy.

immediate   immediately

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Local agriculture officials did combed the area looking four Japanese beetles

 2. These type of beetle it doesn’t have any natural enemies on the United States.

Rewrite this sentence so it is not a run-on sentence.

 3. The beetles are considered a danger they’re especially dangerous to produce farms.

Rewrite the sentence to clarify the meaning.

 4. Officials told farm owners what they can do to keep the beetle population low.

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  31 DAY  5

Read the dictionary entry.

track  a. a mark left by an animal or vehicle

 b. an oval-shaped path to run on

 c. a pair of metal bars that trains and subways 
run on

 d. to try to find something using clues

 e. to pay attention to how something happens 
or changes over time

Which meaning of track  is used in the sentence? Write the letter on the line.

 1. The tire tracks showed the police that the car had tried to stop. 

 2. Carlos uses an app to track how much he exercises. 

 3. The airport tracked Melina’s lost luggage to San José, Mexico. 

Write a paragraph using at least three different meanings of the word track.

 4. 
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WEEK  32

WEEK  32

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Two Saturdays ago I found the book Wonderstruck at the Library.

 2. The cover looked intresting, or I read a little bit to see if it realy was.

Use context clues to !gure out the meaning of the bold word. Write the meaning on the line.

 3. I was so enthralled by the book that I sat there and read until the library closed.

What does the underlined phrase mean?

 4. The story carried me to another time and place.

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Didya see the luner eclipse with the full moon last night.

 2. The eclipse took a long time, for it is worth it to keep watching the sky

Rewrite the sentence using standard English.

 3. When the moon got covered up, it turned like this cool shade of red.

What does the underlined phrase mean?

 4. After a while, the moon peeked out from behind Earth’s shadow.

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  32

WEEK  32 

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. When you made bred with yeast, you are working, with a living thing.

 2. The yeast in the dough, eats the flour and sugar and produced gases

Use context clues to !gure out the meaning of the bold word. Write the meaning on the line.

 3. Yeast is an essential ingredient in making bread rise.

Combine the sentences to make one sentence.

 4. Let the dough rise before you bake it. It rises best in a warm place.

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. “Another trip to the natrual history museum is a real treet exclaimed Sara.

 2. “Do you remember that colorful rock exibit we saw before asked Sanjay?”

Write the missing word.

 3. Cecilia said, “I hope the  display is still there.”

Use context clues to !gure out the meaning of the bold word. Write the meaning on the line.

 4. After the museum’s docent explained the exhibits, we asked questions.

wail   wale   whale

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  32 DAY  5

Read these literature words and their meanings.

dialogue a conversation between people

monologue a long statement made by one person 
to others

narration words that describe what happens

Which word best completes each sentence?

 1. Amy’s roommates grew tired of her  about keeping the 
apartment clean.

 2. Saleh’s  of what happened at the ceremony made me feel

like I had been there.

 3. After their , Jed understood his brother’s problems better.

Write a paragraph using all three words from the box.

 4. 
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WEEK  33

WEEK  33 

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. I just finished reading a book titled through my eyes by ruby bridges.

 2. Ruby was the first african american student in a white school at the south.

Write the missing word.

 3. The community  she lived protested for a whole year.

Choose the word that best completes the sentence. Then explain your choice.

 4. Ruby  threats and insults every day.

when   which   where

experienced   endured   faced

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Sequoyah a cherokee speaker invented the cherokee alphabet in the 1800s.

 2. Sequoyah served in the army with soldiers that spoke read and wrote english.

Write the missing word.

 3. Seeing how valuable writing was, he thought his language  
be written, too.

Rewrite this sentence so it is not a fragment.

 4. Sequoyah spending 12 years creating his alphabet and one year teaching it.

should   would   will

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  33

WEEK  33

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Alexa and her family is going to move back to germany next weak.

 2. Everyone have to pack up all of their belongings before the mover’s come.

Rewrite the sentence to clarify the meaning.

 3. Alexa dropped a mirror on her toe and broke it.

Write the missing word.

 4. Her brother and sisters had to finish packing all by .

themself  themselves  theirself  theirselves

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. My youngest brother Tyler he and our grandpa has alot in common.

 2. What I mean by that is, that they both enjoy the outdoors cuban food and sports.

Write the missing word. Then explain your choice.

 3. They both love basketball more than life .

Rewrite the sentence to clarify the meaning.

 4. When Grandpa takes my brother to a game, it makes him very happy.

himself  themselves  itself

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  33 DAY  5

Read these related words and their meanings.

construction noun

the process of building something

destruction noun

the process of destroying something

instruction noun

the process of informing someone

Which word best completes each sentence?

 1. The nurse gave us  in how to change the bandage.

 2. The workers will begin  of the new lab in May.

 3. Since the  of the polar bear’s habitat, their population

is decreasing.

Write a paragraph using all three related words.

 4. 
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WEEK  34

WEEK  34

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. My parents and I am flying to Chicago for Brians colledge gratuation. 

 2. We also wants to visit the citys famus Museum of Science and Industry.

Write the missing word. Then explain your choice.

 3. The museum is much  than our science museum in San Jose.

Add punctuation to the sentence.

 4. Id like to get a job at the museum and you can visit anytime said Brian.

large   larger   largest

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. The flashlight fish has a organ under each eye which give off bright light.

 2. The light they make it’s one of the most brightest gloes made by a living thing.

The Greek root bio means “life” and the Latin root lumen means “light.” What does the bold word 
in the sentence probably mean?

 3. The ghostly effect is caused by bioluminescent bacteria living in the fish.

Combine the sentences to make one sentence.

 4. They don’t use the light to see. They use it to communicate.

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  34

WEEK  34 

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. “Why was those girls laughing where I walked by? asked Karina.

 2. I was hear changing into my jim clothes so I didn’t here them” said Tanya.

Combine the sentences to make one sentence.

 3. Karina put her folded jeans in her gym locker. Then she figured it out.

Write the missing word.

 4. She  have sat on a candy wrapper at lunch!

would   can   must   should

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. The length of your foot it equal the distance from your elbow to your rist.

 2. People can find their hight if you stretch out your arms and measure across your body.

Combine the sentences to make one sentence.

 3. Spread your thumb and pinky out wide. The length of your face fits between them.

Complete this analogy.

 4. measure : distance :: compare : 

a. long   b. same   c. ratio

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  34 DAY  5

Read these homophones and their meanings.

cite to quote or mention something as an 
example

sight the ability to see

site a place where something is located or 
takes place

Which homophone best completes each sentence?

 1. They visited the  where the transcontinental railroad  
was finished.

 2. Both articles  the Aleutian lslands as an example of

volcanoes that formed land.

 3. Your  would be much better if you’d wear your glasses.

Write a paragraph using all three homophones.

 4. 
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WEEK  35

WEEK  35 

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Maria was accidently charge more than a hunderd dollers for a small meal.

 2. Maria had miss the mistake, when she sign the credit card receit.

What does the underlined phrase mean?

 3. When the error jumped out at her later, she immediately called the restaurant.

Write the missing word.

 4. Mr. Lu , the restaurant’s owner, apologized to Maria.

itself   himself   herself

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Charles dickens grew up poor, and worked in a Factory as a child. 

 2. Dickens wrote, like, a bunch of novels short stories and plays during their lifetime.

Write the missing words.

 3. Charles Dickens was not only an author  a journalist.

Write a sentence from this research note.

 4. Dickens as a journalist: newspaper reporter, edited magazines

but also   and also   he was also

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  35

WEEK  35

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. All them little bumps that covered your tung contain taste buds.

 2. So taste buds respond to sweet, sour bitter and salty flavors, in your food.

Write a sentence from this research note.

 3. other taste bud locations: roof of the mouth, the throat

Rewrite this sentence so it is not a fragment.

 4. Taste bud cells that live a short time and are replaced every week or two.

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Hattie couldn’t get away from her two-year-old Sister nowhere in the house.

 2. When Hattie complained that she ain’t got no privacy, her Mother just smiles.

Write the missing word.

 3. Hattie wondered if she  had been a pest at age two.

Write the missing word. Then explain your choice. 

 4. She decided she  put up with her little sister for a little while.

herselve   herselves   herself   herselfs

might   may   could

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  35 DAY  5

Read these words and their meanings.

acclaim approval or praise

chagrined disappointed, embarrassed,  
or dismayed

sustain to provide what is needed  
to continue something

Circle the words in each sentence that explain the cause  of the underlined word.

 1. The teacher earned much acclaim for having so many students earn scholarships.

 2. Arayeh was chagrined when her science fair project collapsed during the judging.

 3. Touraj sustained his energy by eating nuts and berries.

Write a paragraph using all three words from the box.

 4. 
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WEEK  36

WEEK  36

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Some surprisingly animals work together for to help each other survive

 2. For example tiny angelfish swim around the mouths of sharks without gittin ate up

Combine the sentences to make one sentence.

 3. The sharks have bugs between their teeth. The sharks let the angelfish eat the bugs.

What does the underlined phrase mean?

 4. The angelfish are like toothpicks, keeping the sharks’ teeth clean.

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. The playoff game within the Sharks and the Jets was excitinger than other games

 2. Near the end of the game the referee gave the Jets the penalty, and fans booed

Rewrite the sentence to clarify the meaning.

 3. When the referee and the Jets coach discussed the play, he yelled a lot.

Choose the word that best completes the sentence. Then explain your choice.

 4. The  fans spilled popcorn and food wrappers everywhere.

enthusiastic   rowdy

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  36

WEEK  36 

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Amber is a fossil made of tree sap which hardened million’s of years ago

 2. Some amber fossils have tiny insects or pieces of plants trapped in it

Use context clues to !gure out the meaning of the bold word. Write the meaning on the line.

 3. Amber can show us what some extinct animals looked like when they were alive.

Write a sentence from this research note.

 4. uses of amber: jewelry, useful to scientists

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. After their chess club meeting Mairi got on the city bus to go home.

 2. She fell asleep missed its stop and ended up to the bus station.

Rewrite the sentence to clarify the meaning.

 3. When the bus reached the bus station, it was almost empty. 

Write the missing word. Then explain your choice.

 4. Her father, waiting , was relieved when the bus arrived.

nervous   nervously

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  36 DAY  5

Read these expressions and their meanings.

put off to decide to do something later

put down to say something bad about 
something or someone; to criticize

put up with to allow something unpleasant 
to continue

Which expression best completes each sentence?

 1. Please don’t  my idea until you’ve tried it.

 2. Ken  doing the laundry until he had nothing clean to wear.

 3. The substitute teacher did not  Eleanor’s bad behavior for 
very long.

Write a paragraph using all three expressions from the box.

 4. 


